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Updates in Rivwidth v.0.3:

1.  RivWidth now takes in a classified water mask and computes its own channel mask and river mask.  No need to remove those annoying lakes and islands--it's all taken care of.  Of course, you may wish to inspect the masks for accuracy, and they are output to image files. 

2. The module that calculates the initial centerline has been rewritten.  It now provides the accuracy of the initial, slow version of RivWidth along with the speed of the more recent (but less accurate) version. 

3. The code through which RivWidth calculates orthogonals has been rewritten.  It is now much faster.  Because the new code is very different, it sometimes ends up with a slightly different orthogonal line segment than old versions of Rivwidth (the endpoints are often different by ~1-2 pixels).  I've noted small differences in individual cross-section widths from old versions of RivWidth, but no systematic bias.  

4. The code has been modified so that it no longer produces incorrectly high widths in highly sinuous channels or, in most cases, with tributaries.  The only exception is when an orthogonal line segment goes straight up a tributary without ever leaving the river mask. 

5.  To reflect the major changes in the code, the parameter file format has been updated.   One major change is that slightly different code is used for calculating masks on (1) braided and/or narrow rivers and (2) wide, unbraided rivers.  There is now a flag ("braidnarrowflag") in the parameter file that should be set to either 1 (braided/narrow) or 0 (wide). 

6.  The code is much better (though still somewhat imperfectly) commented.  

Inputs required by Rivwidth:

One initial input file is required by RivWidth:  a binary water mask in which water is set to 1 and nonwater is set to 0.  It is permissible to leave small lakes or other water bodies not connected to the river(s) in the mask, as these will be removed during processing.  The one caveat is that at present rivwidth automatically determines the width of the largest continuous water object in the image.  So if there is a very large lake, you may need to remove it manually.  From this initial water mask, RivWidth calculates the following (which are referred to repeatedly in Pavelsky and Smith (2008) and which were required inputs up until v0.3):
--Channel Mask: a binary mask, derived from a satellite image that assigns water pixels a value of 1 and nonwater pixels a value of 0  (TestOhio_Channel_1b).  This is referred to as a channel mask, as it retains all of a river’s various channels and islands.  
--River mask: a binary mask that differentiates the areas within the river boundary 	(including islands) from those outside (TestOhio).  

The first section of RivWidth now calculates the channel mask and river mask from the water mask and outputs them to files.

Outputs from Rivwidth:

Rivwidth produces two final outputs, plus some intermediate products designed to allow only part of the code to be run at any given time.  

Intermediate outputs:
	--Distance Map:  an image showing the distance from each pixel in the river mask		 to the nearest nonriver pixel.
	--Initial Centerline:  an image showing the initial rough centerline.  This should be 	opened in IDL or ENVI and the pixel coordinates of the starting and ending pixels 	for the final centerline should be determined and added to the parameter file.
	--Final Centerline:  the 1-pixel wide centerline connecting the starting and ending 	pixels.
Final outputs:
	--Width Image:  an image showing the total flow width at each pixel in the 	centerline.
	--Width spreadsheet:  a .csv file containing the coordinates of each centerline 	pixel along with the river flow width at that pixel.

The filenames of these five files should be included in the parameter file passed to rivwidth, along with the x/y coordinates of the start and end pixels for the desired final centerline.

Other Required Inputs to the Parameter File:

Rivwidth also needs to know the x/y dimensions of the input masks, along with the spatial resolution of the masks (in whatever units are desired, e.g. 30m for Landsat).  

You will need to choose a value for “braidnarrowflag” of either 0 or 1.  In general, if you are dealing with rivers that have channels only one or two pixels wide in many places, choose 1.  For rivers consistently 3 pixels wide or wider, choose 0.  

Also, it is possible to set up the parameter file to turn on and off the portions of the Rivwidth code that calculate the channel and river masks, the initial centerline, and the final width values.  This can be useful if, for example, you’ve already calculated a centerline for a given river reach and you simply want to calculate widths for a given channel mask along that centerline.

How to Run RivWidth:

	Open up the code in IDL and compile it.
	Open up the sample parameter file in the text editor of your choice (not a word processor like MS Word, which can add unwanted hidden characters).

Edit the parameter file, making sure all input and output file locations make sense.  The first time you run RivWidth on an image, you will want to set the calc_masks and calc_centerline flags to 1 and the calc_width flag to 0.  Input the correct values for the width, height and resolution of the image, and choose a value for braidnarrow flag of 0 or 1 (see above).  For now, you can leave the values of spx, spy, epx, and epy blank.
	Run RivWidth once.  You will output the channel mask, river mask, and the initial centerline image.  

Open up the initial centerline image in ENVI or another remote sensing software package, and determine the x/y coordinates of the pixels that you want to use as the starting and ending points of your centerline.  Input these into the parameter file, and change the calc_width flag from 0 to 1.  If you wish to save time, you may want to change calc_masks and calc_centerline to 0.
Run Rivwidth again, and your final output should be available.





